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Abstract. This paper presents a stable accurate rapid bandwidth estimate (SARBE) algorithm to improve TCP performance over wireless
networks. The proposed algorithm estimates the bandwidth sample of
the forward path of connection by monitoring the sending time intervals of ACKs. By using the stability-based ﬁlter, the current bandwidth
samples are eliminated from transient changes, while keeping reasonably persistent changes in the absence of noise. TCP congestion control
then uses the estimated bandwidth to properly set the slow start threshold (ssthresh) and congestion window size (cwnd) rather than halving
the current value of the cwnd as in TCP after fast retransmit. In the
wireless environment, SARBE achieves robustness in aspect of stability,
accuracy and rapidity of the estimate, and better performance compared
with TCP Reno, Westwood and DynaPara. Furthermore, SARBE is fair
in bottleneck sharing and friendly to existing TCP versions, and also
tolerates ACK compression in the backward path.

1

Introduction

TCP was originally developed for the wired networks, where bit-error rate is trivial and packet losses are caused by network congestion. However, cellular/wireless
networks and wired-wireless networks issue performance degradation challenges
to TCP because TCP congestion control cannot distinguish between the packet
losses caused by the random error of the wireless link, signal fading and mobile
handoﬀ processing, and those caused by network congestion.
At the TCP sender, there are two state variables, the congestion window
size and the slow start threshold are maintained by congestion control to the
control the transmission rate. In the slow start phase, at beginning of connection,
cwnd is increased by 1 for every arrived ACK at the sender. Until cwnd reaches
ssthresh, the sender TCP congestion control goes to the congestion avoidance
phase, where cwnd is increased by 1/cwnd for every arrived ACK at the sender.
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cwnd is additively increased to reach the network bandwidth and is abundantly
decreased to one half of current value when the condition of network congestion
occurs by indicating received Duplicate ACKs at the sender. TCP Reno then sets
ssthresh to be the same as cwnd. If the packet losses occur by the random errors
before ssthresh reaches the network capacity, ssthresh can be gotten a smaller
value, thus blindly reducing the sending rate (i.e degrading TCP performance).
To improve TCP performance over wireless networks, several approaches have
been proposed and [2] classiﬁed into three classes: the link-layer approach, which
improves wireless link characteristics or hiding non-congestion caused packet
losses from TCP; the split-connection approach, in which the sender have to be
aware of the existence of wireless hop; the end-to-end approach, which retains
TCP semantics, but requires to improve the protocol stack at either the sender
side or the receiver side.
In this paper, we proposed SARBE algorithm for improving TCP over wireless networks. SARBE achieves robustness in aspect of stability, accuracy and
rapidity of the estimate, and better performance compared with TCP Reno,
Westwood and DynaPara. Furthermore, SARBE is fair in bottleneck sharing
and friendly to existing TCP versions, and also tolerates ACK compression in
the backward path.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the
previous works in improving the TCP performance for wired-wireless networks.
Section 3 presents our proposed SARBE algorithm in detail. Various simulation
results presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Works

The end-to-end approach improves TCP performance at either the sender or
receiver without violating end-to-end semantic. TCP SACK [9] (option in TCP
header) improves retransmission of lost packets using the selective ACKs provided by the TCP receiver. In Freeze-TCP [5], before occurring handoﬀ, the
receiver sends Zero Window Advertisement (ZWA) to force the sender into the
Zero Window Probe (ZWP) mode and prevent it from dropping its congestion
window. Freeze-TCP can only improve TCP performance in handoﬀ cases.
TCP Westwood scheme [3], [4], and TCP scheme with dynamic parameter
adjustment (DynaPara) [7] are the end-to-end approach. In these schemes, the
sender estimates available bandwidth dynamically by monitoring and averaging the rate of ACKs receiving. The sender then updates cwnd and ssthresh
to the estimated bandwidth when fast retransmit or retransmission timeout occurs. DynaPara used a simple ﬁlter with dynamic adjusting of a ﬁlter parameter
according to the sate of wireless link. Although, the ﬁlter of TCP Westwood is
complex, it cannot reﬂect the rapid changes of the network condition, whereas in
DynaPara algorithm, the estimated bandwidth ﬂuctuates frequently. In addition,
when the ACK packets encounter queuing with cross traﬃc along the backward
path, their time spacing is no longer the transmission time upon leaving the
queue. These time spacing may be shorter than original time spacing, called
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ACK compression [10]. In this case, both schemes overestimate the available
bandwidth.

3
3.1

SARBE Algorithm
Available Bandwidth Estimate

In comparison with TCP Westwood, we take the advantage of using ACKs
sending time interval to achieve a more accurate available bandwidth estimate.
SARBE employs the ACKs sending time intervals to compute the available bandwidth of the forward path via the timestamp in ACK. In SARBE approach, the
estimate of the forward path is not be aﬀected by ACK compression that results
in overestimate.
When the kth ACK arrives, the sender simply uses information of the kth
ACK to compute an available bandwidth sample, which can be written as
Bwk =

Lk
tsk − tsk−1

(1)

where Lk is the amount of data acknowledged by the kth ACK, tsk is timestamp of the kth ACK; tsk−1 is the timestamp of the previous ACK arrived at
the sender. It can be seen obviously, sample Bwk represents the current network condition, which faces noises. So the bandwidth estimator has to eliminate
transient noise but responds rapidly to persistent changes.
We used the stability-based ﬁlter [6] which is similar to the EWMA ﬁlter,
except using a measure function of the samples’ large variance to dynamically
change the gain in the EWMA ﬁlter. After computing the bandwidth sample
Bwk from (1), the stability-based ﬁlter can be expressed in the recursive form
Uk = βUk−1 + (1 − β) | Bwk − Bwk−1 |

(2)

Umax = max(Uk−N , ..., Uk−1 , Uk )

(3)

α=

Uk
Umax

eBwk = α · eBwk−1 + (1 − α)Bwk

(4)
(5)

where Uk is the network instability computed in (2) by EWMA ﬁlter with gain β,
β was found to be 0.8 in our simulations; U max is the largest network instability
observed among the last N instabilities (N = 8 in our simulations); and eBwk
is the estimated smoothed bandwidth, eBwk−1 is the previous estimate and the
gain α is computed as (4) when the bandwidth samples vary largely.
3.2

TCP Congestion Control Modiﬁcation Algorithm

As mentioned in Section 1, ssthresh represents the probed network bandwidth;
while the above estimated bandwidth value also represents the current available
bandwidth of download link. Consequently, we have to transform the estimated
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value into equivalent size of the congestion window for updating ssthresh. [4]
proposed the interrelation of estimated bandwidth with the optimal congestion
window size (oCwnd) as
eBw · RT Tmin
oCwnd =
(6)
Seg size
where RT Tmin is the lowest Round Trip Time, Seg size is the length of the
TCP segment.
The pseudo code of the the congestion control algorithm for updating ssthresh
and cwnd is the following:
if (Duplicate ACKs are detected)
ssthresh = oCwnd;
if (cwnd >= ssthresh)
/* in the congestion avoidance phase*/
cwnd = ssthresh;
else /* in the slow start phase */
cwnd = cwnd; /*keeping cwnd*/
end if
if ( retransmission timeout expires)
ssthresh = oCwnd;
cwnd = 1;
/* restarting from the slow start phase */
end if
Whenever the sender detects Duplicate ACKs representing that the sent packets
were lost due to the light network congestion or the random error of the wireless
link, the congestion control updates ssthresh to the optimal congestion window
(oCwnd); and sets cwnd to ssthresh during the congestion avoidance phase, or
keeps the current cwnd value during the slow start phase.
If the sender is triggered by the retransmission timeout event due to the heavy
network congestion or the very high bit-error rate of wireless link, its congestion
control sets ssthresh to the optimal congestion window, and sets cwnd to one
for restarting from the slow start phase.

4

Simulation Results

Our simulations were run by the NS-2 simulation network tool. We used the
recent Westwood module NS-2 [8] for comparison.
4.1

Eﬀectiveness

We ﬁrst evaluate the stability, accurateness and rapidity of SARBE. The simulation network scenario is depicted in Fig. 1(a). We used an FTP over TCP and
an UDP-based CBR background load with the same packet size of 1000 bytes.
The CBR rate varies according to time as the dotted line in Fig 1(b).
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Fig. 2. The overestimated bandwidth of TCP Westwood (a) and TCP DynaPara (b)
in the presence of the ACK compression

The result is shown in Fig. 1(b); TCP Westwood is very slow to obtain the
available bandwidth changes, while DynaPara estimates ﬂuctuantly and inaccurately when the bottleneck bandwidth is occupied by CBR. By contrast, SARBE
reaches the persistent bandwidth changes rapidly, which closely follow the available bandwidth changes. This is due to adaptability of dynamic changes of gain
α when the bandwidth samples vary largely.
To investigate the impact of ACK compression on estimate, we used the
network scenario as Fig. 1(a) and supplemented a traﬃc load FTP in the reverse
direction. The traﬃc load FTP was started at time 30 s and ended at 120 s for
150 s simulation time. In this interval, Westwood estimates over 2 Mbps more
than SARBE, which is quite near the actual available bandwidth, as in Fig 2(a).
In DynaPara, the estimated values ﬂuctuate and are many times more than
SARBE, shown in Fig 2(b).
Next, we evaluate TCP performance in the scenario as given in Fig. 3. The
simulation was performed on one FTP in 100 s with the packet size of 1000 bytes,
the wireless link random errors ranging from 0.001% to 10% packet loss. In Fig
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Fig. 3. The wired-wireless network scenario
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Fig. 4. TCP goodput vs. packet loss rate

4, for the random error rate lower than 0.01%, the goodput of all TCP versions
is same. Over that error rate, SARBE’ goodput is better than other versions.
For example, at 1% packet loss rate, SARBE achieves better performance than
TCP Reno, Westwood and DynaPara by 34.6%, 14% and 13%, respectively.
4.2

Fairness

Another evaluation for TCP is fairness that a set of connections of the same
TCP, which can share fairly the bottleneck bandwidth. The index of fairness
was deﬁned in [1] as
n
( i=1 xi )2
, 1/n ≤ f i ≤ n
(7)
f i = n
n( i=1 x2i )
where xi is the throughput of the ith TCP connection, n is the number TCP
connections considered in simulation. The fairness index has a range from 1/n
to 1.0, with 1.0 indicating fair bandwidth allocation. Using the same scenario as
Fig. 3 with ten same TCP connections, we simulated the diﬀerent TCP versions
individually. The buﬀer capacity of bottleneck link is equal to the pipe size. The
comparison result is shown in Fig. 5. TCP Reno is always manifested the best
fair sharing, the second is SARBE, which achieves quite high fairness index.
4.3

Friendliness

The friendliness of TCP implies fair bandwidth sharing with the existing TCP
versions. Our experiments were run on the scenario of Fig. 3. We considered a total of ten connections mixing SARBE with TCP Reno, Westwood and DynaPara
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Fig. 6. Friendliness of TCP Reno, Westwood and DynaPara compared with SARBE,
respectively, over 1% packet loss link

at 1% packet loss rate. The x-axis of Fig. 6 represents the number of TCP Reno,
Westwood or DynaPara connections, the remaining connections use SARBE.
The dotted line is the fair share. In Fig. 6, SARBE still preserves friendliness
with the existing TCP versions, but outdoes in goodput. This result accords
with the above performance evaluation result with the presence of 1% packet
loss rate.

5

Conclusions

This paper has presented a novel approach in the available bandwidth estimate.
Firstly, estimating the forward path of connection provides the true available
bandwidth of download link and tolerates ACK compression. Secondly, applying
the stability-based ﬁlter can resist transient changes, while keeping reasonably
persistent changes of bandwidth samples. Thirdly, the modiﬁed congestion control algorithm sets ssthresh to the optimal congestion window size upon fast
retransmit or retransmission timeout events.
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Simulation results have shown that, our algorithm achieves robustness in aspect of stability, accuracy and rapidity of the estimate, and better performance in
comparison with TCP Reno, Westwood and DynaPara. As a ﬁnal point, SARBE
is fair in bottleneck sharing and friendly to the existing TCP versions.
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